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A Letter from the Publisher
America's most unsung sleuths may well be the staffmembers

of the Centers for Disease Control. In the opinion of Atlanta
Bureau ChiefJoseph Boyce, who spent more than two weeks re
porting the activities of the Govern
ment's CDC for this week's cover sto
ries, the agency is responsible for
Americans' receiving the best protec
tion in the world against such sudden
and unexpected killers as toxic shock

syndrome. Legionnaire's disease and
swine flu. JBoyce, who talked with CDC

administrators, epidemic iiUelligence-
service officers and public health offi
cers, was doubly impressed by the
agency's operations. Says he: "As a
onetime premedical student who took
courses in comparative anatomy, em
bryology and histology, I was fasci
nated by the scientific methods of
tracing disease. And as a former policeman, I found the detec
tive methods used to discover and contain outbreaks even more
intriguing."

All of those at TIME involved in the cover stories were famil
iar with the problems of reporting on medical issues and their
social repercussions. The main story, centered on the disease
detectives' efforts to track mysterious new ailments like AIDS

(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome), was written by As
sociate Editor Walter Isaacson, who did a 1981 cover story on
abortion. Behavior Writer John Leo, who wrote the story on the
social and sexual implications of AIDS, was responsible for
last year'sprovocative coveron the alarming spread of herpes.

Senior Correspondent Peter Stoler, formerly Time's Medi-
BiLL PIERCE cine and Science writer and the au-

iologic Agents of Important H ofa 1976 cover article on Legion-
Year of Discover) naire s disease, renewed old medical

j contacts last week, spending two
days in Washington with experts at
the National Institutes of Health.
§an Francisco Correspondeni Dick
Thompson, reporting his third TIME
story on aids in ten months, visit
ed bars and restaurants in the "Cas
tro, the city's largest homosexual dis
trict, interviewing employees and cus
tomers about the life-style changes
brought on by fear of AIDS. He also
visited patients and staff members at
San Francisco General Hospital's

AIDS clinic. Says Thompson. For all the anguish and tragedy
any new disease inflicts, there is always the possibility of re
markable strides in medicineresulting from the intense concen-
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